David Oyedepo And Business
Yeah, reviewing a books David Oyedepo And Business could be credited with your close friends
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, finishing does not
recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as skillfully as bargain even more than additional will manage to pay for each
success. neighboring to, the message as well as keenness of this David Oyedepo And Business can be
taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Africa's Diabolical Entrapment - Frisky Larr
2013
"Africa's Diabolical Entrapment" exposes SubSaharan Africa as a region that is wantonly
bruised it its trap between two major religions in
the continent namely Christianity and
Traditional Animism. It compares religious
beliefs in Africa with historical religious
developments in other continents of the world to
david-oyedepo-and-business

identify where Black Africa is getting it wrong.
While advancing the central message that the
belief in Witchcraft, Demigods, Spirits of the
dead, the Ancestors and Jesus Christ is not
peculiar to Africa it also emphasizes that the
pervasiveness of these beliefs in today's Africa
poses a serious challenge to the intellectual
growth of the society in general. Its conclusive
projections and recommendations are definitely
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a subject of interest to stakeholders in the
process of starting a long overdue debate in a
continent that is waiting to find its place among
progressive nations.
David Oyedepology: the a – Z Adventure of
Faith of the Billionaire Bishop - Olajide
Olaopa 2014-01-09
Bishop David Oyedepo is understood and
misunderstood by different people for different
reasons. This book provides a better
independent real-life account of the mystery
behind the mastery of this global Christian
gospel phenomenon and his pace-setting
undeniable world-class superlative successes in
the midst of deep multidimensional national
poverty within his home country.
The Master Key - Ben Festus 2017-12-23
Ever been in a problem that looked like it would
never end. Ever woke up in the middle of the
night filled with groaning, pain and fear that
made the night too long. Friends I have good
news for you! Every problem and challenges
david-oyedepo-and-business

have an expiring date. Only you can choose how
long you stay in the situation or how fast you
return the smiles to your face. You cannot take
your rightful place until you understand that
there is a key that can open the door to your joy,
sound health and prosperity. It does not matter
for how long you have been in that situation, the
time has come for you to come out of that
situation and this book presents you with the
KEY. In this exciting and interesting to read
book, you will discover a secret key called the
MASTER KEY that will help you live a
comfortable, fearless and tearless life. This book
contains ancient secrets that would help you get
out of your quagmire and turn your
condemnation into commendation. All you need
do is grab the MASTER KEY by getting a copy of
this book and you will be sure glad you did.
Spirit and Power - Donald E. Miller 2013-08-01
Pentecostalism is the fastest growing religious
movement in the world, currently estimated to
have at least 500 million adherents. In the
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movement's early years, most Pentecostal
converts lived in relative poverty, yet the rapidly
shifting social ecology of Pentecostal Christians
includes many middle-class individuals, as well
as an increasing number of young adults
attracted by the music and vibrant worship of
these churches. The stereotypical view of
Pentecostals as "other-worldly" and disengaged
from politics and social ministry is also being
challenged, as Pentecostals-including many who
are committed to working for social and political
change-constitute growing minorities in many
countries. Spirit and Power addresses three
main questions: Where is Pentecostalism
growing globally? Why it is growing? What is its
social and political impact? The contributors to
this volume include theologians, historians, and
social scientists, who bring their diverse
disciplinary perspectives to bear on these
empirical questions. The essays draw on
extensive survey research as well as in-depth
ethnographic field methods, with analyses
david-oyedepo-and-business

offering diverging and sometimes competing
explanations for the growth and impact of
Pentecostalism around the world.
The Power of Service: The Jackpot of Your Life Julius Ekonorue 2015-10-26
In The Power of Service is the jackpot of life.
The Power of Service outlines simple strategic
principles for supernatural success at Will. You
will learn practical techniques for outstanding
breakthrough and fulfillment. You will learn: •
How to Discover and fulfill your purpose. • How
to make love work for you. • How to sow your
financial seeds for maximum returns of over a
hundred fold. • How to maximize returns on
your service. • The mentality and acts of genuine
servants of God. • How to access faith easily and
live by it. • How to access angelic help and
assistance. • You will discover your First Class
Citizenship and how to actualize it. • And much
more...
The Blessing of the Lord - Kenneth Copeland
2012-05-01
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THE BLESSING of The LORD is God's original
plan for you. Contrary to popular belief, He
doesn t want you sick, broke and lonely. He
wants to make you rich in every area of life your
health, finances, relationships and more. In this
hard-cover book, you will learn: God s original
intent for His people to live in THE BLESSING
God s plan to restore THE BLESSING after man
sinned How God has empowered you to succeed
How Jesus connects us to THE BLESSING Why
THE BLESSING is not just a spiritual reality, but
a material reality, too How to be living proof of
THE BLESSING to others How love governs the
operation of THE BLESSING. No matter where
you are in the progress of your life as a
Christian, learn more about God and His
relationship with you as you dig deeper into the
vital message of THE BLESSING. Allow this
revelation that changed Kenneth Copeland s life
forever to convert your thinking, fuel your faith
and accomplish God s will for your life, too. Set
yourself on the path to guaranteed success
david-oyedepo-and-business

today. Your BLESSED life of peace and joy
awaits you!
Success Systems - David O. Oyedepo 2006
Secret of Preparation - Dr. David Oyedepo
2017-01-09
Secret of preparation on time is a crucial part of
moving from emergency preparation to taking
advantage of the various seasons in your life to
prepare for the next season. You can apply this
teaching to your personal life, career, family,
church, business and whatever constitutes your
life or whatever is attached to your life. If you
consistently build and prepare towards your
destiny, career etc. when the time of
manifestation comes you will look stronger than
somebody that really has greater gifts and grace
in his life but didn't prepare. I want you to make
up your mind not to wait until crisis comes
before you begin to prepare on time. Don’t do
emergency preparation in your life.
Nigerian Pentecostalism and Development -
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Richard Burgess 2020-04-06
This book examines the contributions, both
intentional and unintentional, of Nigerian
Pentecostal churches and NGOs to development,
studying their development practices broadly in
relation to the intersecting spheres of politics,
economics, health, education, human rights, and
peacebuilding. In sub-Saharan Africa,
Pentecostalism is fast becoming the dominant
expression of Christianity, but while the growth
and civic engagement of these churches has
been well documented, their role in development
has received less attention. The Nigerian
Pentecostal landscape is one of the most vibrant
in Africa. Churches are increasingly assuming
more prominent roles as they seek to address
the social and moral ills of contemporary society,
often in fierce competition with Islam for
dominance in Nigerian public space. Some
scholars suggest that the combination of an
enchanted worldview, an emphasis on miracles
and prosperity teaching, and a preoccupation
david-oyedepo-and-business

with evangelism discourages effective political
engagement and militates against development.
However, Nigerian Pentecostalism and
Development argues that there is an emerging
movement within contemporary Nigerian
Pentecostalism which is becoming increasingly
active in development practices. This book goes
on to explore the increasingly transnational
approach that churches take, often seeking to
build multicultural congregations around the
globe, for instance in Britain and the United
States. Nigerian Pentecostalism and
Development: Spirit, Power, and Transformation
will be of considerable interest to scholars and
students concerned with the intersection
between religion and development, and to
development practitioners and policy-makers
working in the region.
The Chaos of the Prosperity Gospel - John NtuiAbung 2017-02-17
Over the years, John Ntui has written so many
articles on Christian apologetics and defense
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from false teachers. On his journey, he became
increasingly aware that Christianity is being
ravaged by the prosperity gospels, so John
decided, as a theologian and pastor, to confront
the heresy of his age where Christianity is being
reduced by a group of sophist to a mere meal
ticket. He then decided to write in order to
correct the influence of a defective Christianity
in the minds of those who truly desire to know
God. Join Pastor John on a ride to uncover the
tricks of these false prophets who are ravaging
the Gospel for their own gain and taking the lead
of spreading the gospel from Africa to ends of
the earth. Americans, in their quest for a
flamboyant lifestyle, invented the prosperity
gospels; and Nigerians, consumed by their lust,
are spreading it to the ends of the earth (John
Ntui-Abung).
The Subversive Evangelical - Peter J.
Schuurman 2019-06-30
Evangelicals have been scandalized by their
association with Donald Trump, their
david-oyedepo-and-business

megachurches summarily dismissed as “religious
Walmarts.” In The Subversive Evangelical Peter
Schuurman shows how a growing group of
“reflexive evangelicals” use irony to critique
their own tradition and distinguish themselves
from the stereotype of right-wing
evangelicalism. Entering the Meeting House – an
Ontario-based Anabaptist megachurch – as a
participant observer, Schuurman discovers that
the marketing is clever and the venue (a rented
movie theatre) is attractive to the more than five
thousand weekly attendees. But the heart of the
church is its charismatic leader, Bruxy Cavey,
whose anti-religious teaching and ironic tattoos
offer a fresh image for evangelicals. This
charisma, Schuurman argues, is not just the
power of one individual; it is a dramatic
production in which Cavey, his staff, and
attendees cooperate, cultivating an identity as
an “irreligious” megachurch and providing
followers with a more culturally acceptable way
to practise their faith in a secular age. Going
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behind the scenes to small group meetings,
church dance parties, and the homes of
attendees to investigate what motivates these
reflexive evangelicals, Schuurman reveals a
playful and provocative counterculture that
distances itself from prevailing stereotypes while
still embracing a conservative Christian faith.
The Spirit of Acceleration - Tobe Momah, MD
2019-10-21
As many have had their hope deferred, and their
hearts sickened as a result, The Spirit of
Acceleration offers a rekindling of that hope. The
Spirit of Acceleration does, in seconds or
minutes, what would normally take months or
years to accomplish. Wherever the Spirit of
Acceleration dawns, God quickens things up.
These last days are not a time for despair, but a
time for delight, demonstration, and deliverance.
According to apostle Peter, it will be a time of
"refreshing (and)...restitution of all things" (Acts
3:19""21). This book espouses fundamental
principles that guarantee speed and strength for
david-oyedepo-and-business

the last-day church before Jesus returns. In this
book, God teaches believers to work with
wisdom so they can be backed up by kingdom
wealth and accomplish God's end-time agenda.
The last-day Spirit of Acceleration is God's last
push to close the age and herald the return of
the Lord Jesus Christ. Only a church militant and
on the move, however, can eject the enemy and
get victory in life. It takes speed to shine in life
and going to manifest his glory! God has saved
the best for the last. A glory that is
unprecedented is about to shine forth from the
church, and it will herald his coming and be
characterized by unusual speed and uncommon
glory. That is why in Romans 9:28""30, the Bible
says "He will finish the work, and cut it short in
righteousness: because a short work will the
Lord make upon the earth...(so that)...the
Gentiles, which followed not after righteousness,
have attained to righteousness, even the
righteousness which is of faith."
Praying to Get Results - Kenneth E. Hagin
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1980-01-01
Kenneth E. Hagin shows the believer how to get
prayers answered. Effective praying, he explains
is the result of following ceretain Biblical
principles he outlines in this book.
The Minister and the Ministry - Ayodele Ajileye
2020-01-26
The words "minister" and "ministry" have been
reduced in scope and seem to have been
assigned to certain people. What really are the
meaning of these two words? This book explains
both. It also puts The fivefold ministry (Pastor,
Teacher, Prophet, Evangelist, and Apostle) in
their right perspectives as well as those who
really fit into each. It also reveals how everybody
fits into one or more of the fivefold. I love this
book, and I'm sure that you'd love it too.
Global Renewal Christianity - Vinson Synan
2016-08-02
The growth of Spirit-empowered Christianity has
been nothing short of phenomenal. From a
handful of believers in the early twentieth
david-oyedepo-and-business

century to over six hundred million people in
almost every culture and denomination today,
those who embrace the Holy Spirit and His gifts
are now the fastest-growing religious group in
the world. But if any generation ceases to
emphasize the Holy Spirit’s power, the
movement likely will lose its distinction. This
third of four volumes is an authoritative
collection from more than two dozen leaders and
scholars of the Spirit-empowered movement in
Africa. Focusing on the history and future of the
movement, these world-renowned scholars
address the theological and cultural challenges
facing Pentecostals in Africa, and offer insights
on how to meet them.
40 Success Buttons and the Rise of the
Eagle Christian and 70 Things God Hates Jemima Alara 2015-12-18
BOOK ONE [40 SUCCESS BUTTONS] Every one
desires or dreams of success, but success will
not come just because it is wished or desired for.
Success is made to happen. Success answers to
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obedience to certain principles. This book
simplifies and demystifies success by exposing
the 40 roadmaps to success. Learn and apply the
principles in this book and you are guaranteed a
flight on board the plane of success. BOOK TWO
[THE RISE OF THE EAGLE CHRISTIAN] Every
child of God is loaded with great potentials.
However, a lot of Christians are unaware of this.
In this book you will learn to discover, unleash
and maximize your potentials to the highest
level. Rise above the limits and live a colourful
and enviable lifestyle designed by God
exclusively for you. There is an eagle in you, get
ready to soar high. BOOK THREE [70 THINGS
GOD HATES] Study the blueprint, know and
identify the little foxes that can ruin the vineyard
in order to avoid making mistakes. Overall,
enough of just wading through life, it is time to
bring out the champion in you. Stop watching
others make it happen, stop being a spectator
and get into the arena and be an actor / actress,
let people watch you make it happen. For the
david-oyedepo-and-business

creation ( whole world ) waits in eager
expectation for the sons ( you are the son /
daughter ) of God to be revealed. Rom 8 v 19.
There is a deposit in you that is waiting to be
revealed. Therefore arise make your life count
and BE THE BEST.
The Patriology - Pat Obilor 2021-01-15
The Patriology’ is a THREE in ONE classic! A
timeless collection of thoughtful insight written
with inspiration, love, and foresight with you in
mind. Perhaps you are overwhelmed by life and
you just want to lean in, fall back, and revive the
sparks for your personal life, make outstanding
moves for your business and career goals, etc.
This book is for you! The inspirational manual
Nuggets 700 is for individuals who need to find
purpose in their potentials, Celebrity Decoded
revives your sparks and helps you learn the
classic secrets to excel in the show business
world as a creative Artiste or entertainment
investor and the third book, Start your Start-up’
provides you with the on-demand executive
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entrepreneurial nuggets needed to thrive in
today’s competitive and innovative digital
economy.
Nigeria, Biafra, and Boko Haram - Osita
Ebiem 2014-03-17
Since the unification of Southern and Northern
Nigeria in 1914, the country has been rife with
violence, poverty, inequity, and corruption. For
decades it has barely functioned, and even now
Nigerians face adversity in the absence of a
pragmatic solution... In his book, Nigeria, Biafra,
and Boko Haram: Ending the Genocides Through
Multistate Solution, author Osita Ebiem fashions
a compelling argument for finally partitioning
Nigeria into distinct countries. Through the use
of the multi-state so
This House Has Fallen - Karl Maier 2009-04-29
To understand Africa, one must understand
Nigeria, and few Americans understand Nigeria
better than Karl Maier. This House Has Fallen is
a bracing and disturbing report on the state of
Africa's most populous, potentially richest, and
david-oyedepo-and-business

most dangerously dysfunctional nation. Each
year, with depressing consistency, Nigeria is
declared the most corrupt state in the entire
world. Though Nigeria is a nation into which
billions of dollars of oil money flow, its per
capita income has fallen dramatically in the past
two decades. Military coup follows military coup.
A bellwether for Africa, it is a country of rising
ethnic tensions and falling standards of living,
very possibly on the verge of utter collapse -- a
collapse that could dramatically overshadow
even the massacres in Rwanda. A brilliant piece
of reportage and travel writing, This House Has
Fallenlooks into the Nigerian abyss and comes
away with insight, profound conclusions, and
even some hope. Updated with a new preface by
the author.
Cracking the Code of Possibilities in
Business - Taiwo Fajolu 2014-04-25
If managers, innovative and disruptive
entrepreneurs, and opinion leadersespecially the
ones in emerging economiesread only one book,
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this should be it. Taiwos study of the lives of the
giants of Western industries and the lessons to
be gained from their lives are of utmost
relevance to a world suffering from the boom
and burst and the cycle of growth and
depression characteristic of Western economy.
This book is a must-read, particularly by the
budding entrepreneurs. It is loaded with viable
information and aimed at achieving practical and
result-oriented actions for developmental and
growth objective in this aspect. Taiwos effort in
putting this book together is commendable. Lets
utilize it productively. Otunba Ayan Kolawole,
CEO, Kolaris Services Group International, LLC
(Enterprise & Manpower Development
Consultants), Willingboro, New Jersey, USA I
must commend the efforts, intellect and insight
Taiwo have put into this book. One of the most
important elements of Nigeria or any country at
all becoming a great Nation is her Human
Capabilities which makes Capacity Building a
must. I will recommend that this book be used to
david-oyedepo-and-business

teach in all Business Schools especially in ones
that build and breed young Entrepreneurs
...Well Done. Gbenga Akinyombo, Executive
Director, Subaru Motors Nigeria Cracking the
Code of Possibilities in Business is a lively,
pungent and intellectually stimulating excursion
into how Nigeria can rediscover and reposition
itself in the comity of nations through
innovation, institutional renewal and reengineering in an era of globalization. Absolutely
un-put-down-able. Dr Femi Orebe, columnist for
The Nation on Sunday
Energy Services Fundamentals and Financing David Borge-Diez 2020-10-30
Energy Services Fundamentals and Financing,
first volume of the Energy Services and
Management series, provides a global view of
energy services schemes and practices. The
book discusses the role of energy services within
the larger energy landscape and explores key
technical aspects of energy systems for power,
heating and cooling, including renewable energy
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systems and combined heat and power. The book
analyzes energy efficiency in several electrical
devices, such as motors, lighting and vehicles. It
then examines actual energy services business
models and policy, before presenting a quick
reference section that includes key models and
calculations. Provides an innovative approach to
the fundamental aspects related with energy
services, including technology implementation
and financial schemes Discusses tools to
measure process efficiency and sustainability in
power and heating applications Includes case
studies, models and calculations, both technical
and financial, as well as downloadable data for
simulation and modeling
Business Or Pleasures - Joseph Ager 2006-07
Africa's plight is no doubt, presently, a concern
of notable political and business leaders across
the world. I believe this is Africa's time and age
in which Africans, African leaders and the rest of
the world must put their hands on the plough.
And in the natural impossibility of having more
david-oyedepo-and-business

than two hands per human, the legs of all must
be engaged to follow their hearts. Now is the
best time for anyone to help walk Africa out of
misery while Africans do the bulk of the work
themselves. Using Nigeria as a modul, this book
proves that free enterprise will help Africa do for
itself if empowered far beyond what the world
can do for her. OTHER SECTIONS INSIDE
INCLUDE: 1. Questions to ask ourself about our
talents, visions and what we really want in life.
With insights on Money, Love, Work and Time. 2.
Inspiration and motivation for the-would-be
entrepreneur and business owner, with powerful
business and success secrets to learn from: J.D
Rockefeller, Soichiro Honda, Conrad Hilton, Ray
Kroc, T.D Jakes, Thomas Edison e.t.c 3. A
recommended reading list that will help you
maintain the cutting edge vital to success in
business and life in general.
Passion Driven - Tayo Ayinla 2014-02-18
Working for others to earn a salary may be a
comforting adventure at the initial stage of one’s
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work life; but ultimately, it could mean the worst
form of slavery. As someone rightly puts it,
devoting your time, skills and energy to another
man to earn a fixed income is bondage of a high
order. It simply means you have transferred the
determination of how your life turns out yo
someone else! But how about risking everything
to become your own boss where you are in the
driver’s seat of your destiny? Are you afraid of
taking the plunge? Or peradventure, you are
already on your business but struggling with
making it work. There is nothing to worry about
anymore. Passion Driven, written by Tayo Ayinla,
provides a practical roadmap you can use in
either case. In this fascinating and highly
illuminating manual, you can learn: * How to
discover a good business idea * How to discover
your God-given passion * How to raise finance
for your business * How to survive challenges of
entrepreneurship * How to grow the business
into an empire that can take care of your life
style * How to get out of paid employment
david-oyedepo-and-business

successfully and become your own boss And
many more. Passion Driven is laced with
practical steps which the author used to
negotiate himself successfully out of paid
employment and build a thriving business.
Follow the steps carefully, and with an open
mind, you will be in charge of your destiny.
Entrepreneurship in Africa - Stewart
Chibanda 2010-02-25
Entrepreneurship in Africa explores how our
mindset and attitudes affect our enterprises. It
offers a 3-Dimensional approach to
entrepreneurship - managerial, financial and
spiritual. The book clearly demonstrates that
entrepreneurship is a journey full of joy, trials
and tribulations. It demystifies the paradoxical
side of entrepreneurship by offering hope to the
entrepreneurship journey. It offers a handholding approach to real life situations. The book
offers hope in seemingly hopeless situations, in
which all odds are against you. It underscores
the importance of having an unshakable vision
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and how your personal experiences are
signposts on the journey to success. To survive
in business, you have to ask questions, the right
questions. Questions like, &quote;What is
money?&quote; &quote;How does sin affect my
business?&quote; &quote;Does positive thinking
really help in this situation?&quote; &quote;If I
get a lot of money what business venture should
I pursue?'' This book answers these questions
and a lot more. It argues that there is great hope
for African businesses to excel if only Africans
can change their mindsets, if only they have
positive internal dialogues, and if only we can
learn from others that have gone before us both in Africa and beyond. It is time to unlock
Africa's wealth through entrepreneurship. It
starts by removing some strongholds in our
minds. These are more internal than external.
Let us start planning today, once these barriers
are removed. It is often said that it was not
raining when Noah started building the ark.
Noah had some serious planning and
david-oyedepo-and-business

preparations before the flood came. This is what
this book seeks to achieve. It hopes to prepare
you and give you hope in your entrepreneurship
journey. .
Taxation in Ghana: a Fiscal Policy Tool for
Development - Dr. George Appiah-Sokye
2021-07-01
The first edition of this book-Taxation in Ghana:
A Fiscal Policy Tool for Development- is the
product of considerable tax research from 1943
to 2018, spanning a period of 75 years and
grounded in knowledge and concepts; as well as,
applications through an extended period of tax
practice, teaching and learning; combined with
international exposure. A lot of insights have
been illuminated based on lessons learned and
drawn from other countries, including the
United States of America to enrich the contents.
Against the backdrop of the dynamic nature of
taxation and fiscal policy. Most of the existing
taxation books in Ghana focused on tax practice.
So, the purpose of this book is to bridge the
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taxation scholarship gap. In addition to
traditionally-treated topics in most taxation
books in Ghana, the novelty in this book is the
inclusion of important topics on tax planning, tax
reforms, and tax administration, and many more.
As a result, specific recommendations have been
proffered for the consideration of policy makers
in developing countries. References and Acts of
Parliament; supported by appendices have been
provided for further studies on the subject. A
true story of the first major oil discovery in
Ghana by Mr. George Yaw Owusu with M.
Rutledge McCall published 2017 in the United
States of America: In Pursuit of JUBILEE was
used to enrich the discussion on petroleum (Oil
and Gas) in Chapter 48 of this textbook.
Additionally, Apostle Professor Opoku Onyinah
of the Church of Pentecost has been presented
for his phenomenal transformational leadership
in Africa in Chapter 66. The book has been
designed for: (1) Individual study, (2) Group
study, (3) Lecture material, (4) Policy Manual,
david-oyedepo-and-business

and (5) library or reference.
Kogi Today - 2004-09
Satan Get Lost! - David O. Oyedepo 1995
The Laws of Prosperity - Kenneth Copeland
2012-05-01
There are instructions set forth in the Word of
God to teach men how to live a prosperous life.
True prosperity is the ability to apply the power
of God to meet any need spiritual, mental, and
physical. In this book, Kenneth Copeland shares
the revelation of spiritual laws that govern
prosperity. The Laws of Prosperity is written to
teach you how to apply these laws in your own
life so that you can begin to enjoy the great,
abundant life that only God can provide.
Secrets to Great Wealth - Patrick Atin Ekuri
2011-01-31
The Secrets of Great Wealth: Secrets the Rich
Would Wish You Never Knew is an interesting
story of financial information that can change
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your life and rewrite your financial story forever.
Cast against the background of ordinary-day
examples, you will discover the easy possibility
that you can achieve financial freedom in your
life-time. In fact, right about now, as you heed
the instructions it contains, your life can begin
to attract the financial fortunes you may only
have seen in your dreams. With insight given on
how you can play the stock and real estate
markets, two reputable and popular investment
channels for wealth creation, you may have to
sack your brokers in both markets, and still be
able to play these markets profitably yourself,
creating wealth for your financial freedom in the
process. This book covers insightful information
on the following areas: It identifies the greatest
secret to wealth; It will teach you secret
strategies on Real Estate investment in Nigeria
with or without capital; It will enlighten you on
how to complete a three-bedroom flat with less
than three million naira; You will be taught how
to become an expert trading on the Nigerian
david-oyedepo-and-business

Stock Market without having to rely on your
stock broker; It will reveal to you the secret of
Marital Harmony; It will help you develop and
achieve the goal of financial freedom; You will
be helped to discover your purpose and fulfil
your destiny; You will learn how to set
achievable goals, make good plans and budget
your way into wealth; You will discover the
greatest business that can give you residual
income without you working; You will be
inspired to discover and pursue your passions;
You will learn how many incomes there are and
how to use them to multiply your wealth; You
will be exposed on what to do before retirement
to live the kind of life you desire in retirement;
You will learn how the super rich make their
budget; You will also learn how to tithe your way
out of poverty into wealth and how to buy land in
Nigeria successfully; including how banks trap
unsuspecting Nigerians into mortgage debt and
the way out of it. This book essentially teaches
that you can rewrite your financial story by
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yourself!
#ZuptasMustFall, and other rants - Fred
Khumalo 2016-08-02
Who are these Guptas who are so powerful,
they’re distributing cabinet posts like matrons
handing out condoms at a brothel? Who do
Americans think they are, accusing Trevor Noah
of ‘stealing’ a joke from one of their comedians?
Is Sizakele MaKhumalo Zuma’s spaza shop a
National Key Point? In #ZuptasMustFall, and
other rants, Fred Khumalo runs riot,
contemplating the pressing issues that continue
to confound, infuriate and exasperate the nation
– or to sink it into further controversy. Covering
a wide range of topics, including politics,
history, current events and celebrity gossip, this
compilation of recent and new writings contains
Khumalo’s trademark blend of humour and
shrewd analysis, as well as his treatment of
everyday issues from a uniquely South African
perspective. This is an entertaining collection of
thoughts from one of the country’s most
david-oyedepo-and-business

seasoned journalists, offering many questions,
and tongue-in-cheek answers, on who we are as
a nation, where we are going, and how we
compare to the rest of the world.
Success in Marriage - David O. Oyedepo 1999
The Oxford Handbook of Africa and
Economics - Célestin Monga 2015-07-02
For a long time, economic research on Africa
was not seen as a profitable venture
intellectually or professionally-few researchers
in top-ranked institutions around the world
chose to become experts in the field. This was
understandable: the reputation of Africacentered economic research was not enhanced
by the well-known limitations of economic data
across the continent. Moreover, development
economics itself was not always fashionable, and
the broader discipline of economics has had its
ups and downs, and has been undergoing a
major identity crisis because it failed to predict
the Great Recession. Times have changed: many
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leading researchers-including a few Nobel
laureates-have taken the subject of Africa and
economics seriously enough to devote their
expertise and creativity to it. They have been
amply rewarded: the richness, complexities, and
subtleties of African societies, civilizations,
rationalities, and ways of living, have helped
renew the humanities and the social sciencesand economics in particular-to the point that the
continent has become the next major intellectual
frontier to researchers from around the world. In
collecting some of the most authoritative
statements about the science of economics and
its concepts in the African context, this
lhandbook (the first of two volumes) opens up
the diverse acuity of commentary on exciting
topics, and in the process challenges and
stimulates the quest for knowledge. Wideranging in its scope, themes, language, and
approaches, this volume explores, examines, and
assesses economic thinking on Africa, and
Africa's contribution to the discipline. The
david-oyedepo-and-business

editors bring a set of powerful resources to this
endeavor, most notably a team of internationallyrenowned economists whose diverse viewpoints
are complemented by the perspectives of
philosophers, political scientists, and
anthropologists.
Daily Graphic - Yaw Boadu-Ayeboafoh
2006-05-20
30 Ways to Raise Capital for Your Business Chris P. Ogola 2018-04
Raising capital for business has been a major
challenge for the teaming population of aspiring
entrepreneurs all over the world. Lots of great
business ideas remain as thoughts or plans and
never materialize due to the challenge of raising
capital. Everywhere you turn to you see someone
giving up on a brilliant business idea or a new
business suddenly folding up. Ask why, and the
once-enthusiastic innovators will tell you with
gloomy faces that they have no capital. They
have no one to support them. The general
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consensus is that capital is money, and that it is
scarce. But that is not exactly the case, as you
will see from this book. 30 WAYS TO RAISE
CAPITAL FOR YOUR BUSINESS reveals several
ways to raise capital for your business that will
inspire you to get started. It is time to move
ahead with your business plan!
Birthing Your Vision - Regina Moore
2011-01-18
15 Success Habits of Bishop David Oyedepo
- Daniel C. Okpara 2016-07-30
In 2005, I resigned as a full-time pastor of a
church and relocated to Lagos, Nigeria, with one
mission in mind: To observe and study the life of
Bishop David Oyedepo, resident Bishop of Faith
Tabernacle, Ogun State, Nigeria, the Largest
Single Church in the world, according to
Guinness Book of Records What I share with you
in this book is a summary of what I have learned
from the life and ministry of Bishop Dr. David O.
Oyedepo in this last 10 years. It's been a long
david-oyedepo-and-business

journey, but suffice it say that I have enjoyed
every bit of it. Like all men of great influence,
Bishop Oyedepo, has been analysed in the public
domain and given different names by different
people. However, I believe that no man actually
rises to the top by making mistakes. People only
rise to the top by doing the right things over a
long period of time. In this book, I share with
you the success habits and secrets of one of the
greatest leaders of Charismatic revival on earth
today...Bishop David Olaniyan Oyedepo May we
all fulfill the purpose for which we are born.
Bishop David Oyedepo - Cerutti M. Osagie
2016-03-03
I have always been fascinated by the story of the
lion being the king of the jungle, and through
the benefit of hindsight, the inspiration to do this
mini secret of success book was as a result of
the might and grace the grace of the lion. On
May 19, 2014 few days to my birthday, I wrote
an elaborate piece in my column for BUSINESS
WORLD in my segment called Business world on
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His Highness UAE Vice President, Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
titled: MAN BEHIND EMIRATE AIRLINE. Few
days later, on my birthday, MAY 29TH 2014 I got
a parcel as birthday present and in the neatly
wrapped pack was a big book by the subject
matter himself, Mohammed Bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, the voluminous book titled: MY
VISION, Challenges in the Race for Excellence. I
love what I saw at the back of the book about the
Lion and the gazelle as researched by the
author.: "With each new day in Africa, a gazelle
wakes up knowing he must outrun the fastest
lion or perish. At the same time, a lion stirs and
stretches, knowing he must outrun the fastest
gazelle or starve. It is no different for the human
race. Whether you consider yourself a gazelle or
a lion, you simply have to run faster than others
to survive. "In His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum viewpoint, life consist of
a number of opportunities and greater
david-oyedepo-and-business

opportunities do not come knocking on people
doors. Whoever wants such opportunities must
grab them when they arise, for his people and
for himself. We have to be powerful, strongwilled, determined and willing to grasp such
opportunities, so that we do not have to
scavenge the leftovers of lions. Not long after my
reading this story of lion and gazelle, I was in
the gigantic Winners Chapel one Sunday and
here was the anointed man of God, Bishop David
Oyedepo telling his mammoth flock the need to
think and start living like lion in the race for life
rather than acting like cows. It is not a surprise
that the narration and motivation of the story of
lion as told by the Bishop can be said to be the
true motivation behind this book in your hand
today. However it must be noted that the writer
has gone a step forward to talk about the much
speculated worth of the man of God, what
Forbes said he is worth and of course the book is
further spiced with a rare never before seen type
of quotes or inspirational sayings from the man,
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called to liberate his people from abject lack or
one manner of illness or the other. I am
confident that no matter your race, religion or
age, this book can in one way or the other be of
great motivation to you in your drive to either
live like a lion or a gazelle-whether you call or
see yourself as either of the animal, you simply
have to RUN faster than others to survive
Tell - 2009
Nigeria's Christian Revolution - Richard
Burgess 2008-08-01
Nigeria has become the area of one of the most
remarkable religious movements of recent times,
reflecting the shift in the global center of
Christianity from the North to the South. This
book tells the story of one sector of this
movement from its roots in the Nigerian civil
war to the turn of the new millennium. It
describes a revival that occurred among the Igbo
people of Eastern Nigeria, and the new
Pentecostal churches it generated, and
david-oyedepo-and-business

documents the changes that have occurred as
the movement has responded to global flows and
local demands. As such, it explores the nature of
revivalist and Pentecostal experience, but does
so against the backdrop of local socio-political
and economic developments, such as
decolonization and civil war, as well broader
processes, such as modernization and
globalization.
Christ Is Our God - Yinka Bamgbelu
2015-05-22
It seems extraordinary that Dr Richard Dawkins,
who Dr Stephen Hawking implied was an
imbecile, was apologising for Albert Einstein. I
believe Dawkins was afflicted by delusional selfaggrandisement, which is a form of psychosis
and part of the clinical manifestations of latent,
progressive dementia. He was not fit to speak
for a true genius like Einstein. Infallibility is
brainless nonsense, as it exists only in the
supernatural realm. Only an infallible being will
describe another being as fallible. If Albert
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Einstein were a stately horse, Dr Richard
Dawkins is an insect. Albert Einstein regards Sir
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Isaac Newton as near deity. Sir Isaac Newton
was a devout, unorthodox Christian, and
perhaps, the supreme science genius.
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